Abstract: Nonabelian nonmetacyclic finite 2-groups in which every proper subgroup is abelian or metacyclic and possessing at least one nonabelian and at least one nonmetacyclic proper subgroup have been investigated and classified. Using the obtained result and two previously known results one gets the complete classification of all nonabelian nonmetacyclic finite 2-groups in which every proper subgroup is abelian or metacyclic.
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The aim of this article is to prove the following THEOREM. Let G be a nonabelian non-metacyclic finite 2-group with all proper sugroups being abelian or metacyclic and possessing at least one nonabelian and at least one nonmetacyclic proper subgroup. Then G is isomorphic to some of the groups:
that is, G is the direct product of a metacyclic minimal nonabelian group a, b , distinct from Q 8 , and the cyclic group c of order 2.
Using this Theorem and two previously known results:
Theorem 1 (Miller-Moreno, [2] ) A minimal nonabelian finite 2-group is isomorphic to some of the groups:
Theorem 2 (Blackburn,see Janko [1] Th. 7.1)) A minimal nonmetacyclic finite 2-group is isomorphic to some of the groups:
a special group of order 32,
we get the following classification of the considered groups:
Theorem 3 Let G be a nonabelian nonmetacyclic finite 2-group with all proper subgroups being abelian or metacyclic. Then G is isomorphic to some of the groups: 
2.PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let A be an abelian maximal subgroup of G, which is not metacyclic and M a metacyclic maximal subgroup of G, which is not abelian. Denote
The group T is both metacyclic and abelian.
We prove our Theorem in several steps:
As M is a 2-group, obviously m = 2 µ , n = 2 ν , r = r · 2 ρ with 2 r and 2 s. Replacing a by a r we have b 2 ν = a 2 ρ , the other relations remaining unchanged. As M is not abelian and a M , it is µ ≥ 2, ν ≥ 1, ρ ≥ 1 and
There are exactly three involutions in T : 
Thus there are exactly 3 involutions in T and there is some
2) N T and, without loss, T = a 2 , b :
We In the following, we consider the involutions in T . In N = a there is only one involution τ = a 2 µ−1 . If σ is another involution in T , then
Here σ ∈ T − a , and
So σ and στ are both involutions in T − a . Since A = T × c , obviously We assert that
, and so We continue considering the remaining case ν = 1.
and we can replace b by σ. and so a b = a 2 µ−1 · a = τ a. Similarly as in (vi), we have a c = ta, for some t ∈ T , and from a c 2 = a 1 = a and (a 2 ) c = a 2 we conclude again that t 2 = 1 This follows immediately by (vi),(viii) and Theorem 1, as the groups from Theorem 1(b) are not metacyclic, and Q 8 × Z 2 is minimal nonmetacyclic.
